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PROJECT III
COURSE
DESCRIPTION
AND PURPOSE

The Project III course provides the student with the ability to read, write,
speak and listen effectively, ability to gather, assess, record, apply and
comparatively evaluate relevant information within the coursework and
design processes. Critical thinking - conceptualizing - interpreting - problem
definition and problem solving are the main stages of the studio.
The main objective of the course is enabling the students to perceive,
investigate, interpret, and analyze human - space - object (product) environment relationships in the context of Nature and Culture, to gain
creative problem solving skills and to gain the expertise in using the
fundamental terminology of the profession. Students ca
can
n develop design
alternatives in relation with the natural, cultural and conceptual context
and by taking into consideration the structural, material, construction
parameters related to the scale of design through this course.

PROJECT THEME

REFLECTIONS ON POST HUMAN: INHABITING THE EXTREME EARTH
Dr. Burçin Güngen (MIM)
The project theme focuses on today's conditions of post-humanity,
pos humanity, the big
shifts in culture and society, environment crisis, the massive changes on
earth introduced by the anthropo
anthropocene era such as climate
te change, and the
necessity of embracing a non human-centric
centric approach and
reconceptualizing our existence on the planet
planet. We need to explore possible
meanings of empathy, and rethink the possible dialogues among entire
species and materialities of the biosphere
biosphere such as human beings, animals,
plants, organic and in-organic
in organic compounds and their cycles in the
ecosystem.
This semester, we aim to examine this theme in a perspective of
architectural design parts:
*R1:Glossary

*P1: Utopias-Dystopias
Dystopias-Science Fiction & Experiments on Topographies
*P2:Design
Design Charette Design With Empathy (Common Module, group work)
*P3: Inhabiting
nhabiting the extreme: de
de-/re-/ConTextuaLize
R1:Glossary
Students studying in groups are going to prepare a glossary collectively and
make short presentation
presentations about their research topics.
P1: Utopias-Dystopias
Dystopias-Science Fiction & Experiments on Topographies
Reading and discussing on 20th century
tury literary works considering
utopic/dystopic
ystopic futures. Preparing experimental models of topographies
and settlements..
P2:Design
Design Charette / Design With Empathy (Common Module, group work)
In this design charette, students of Section 6 which are composed of Architecture and Urban
Planning departments
rtments will join to form collaborative study groups. While exploring the
meaning of “empathy” and bringing 'dwelling with empathy' to life, design charette and its
colloquiums will propose a revision on the planning and design debate over
reconceptualizing
ng our existence on the planet. This revision is all about cracking our
preconceptions on comfort which we have gained after the industrial age, and standardized
as if they were the concrete constants of the post
post-industrial era.
Design charette aims to ex
explore
plore possible meanings of empathy, which would help us to
rethink the relations among entire species and materialities of the biosphere such as human
beings, animals, plants, organic and in
in-organic
organic compounds and their cycles in the ecosystem.

P3: Inhabiting
nhabiting The EExtreme: de-/re-/ConTextuaLize
Surviving in extreme conditions of geography, climate, social reformations,
and sheltering.
Exploring selected places: A
Anti-Taurus mountains in Niğde,, The Lake
Lakes
Region in Burdur
urdur,, and a big housing block settlement (iett blocks) in
Okmeydanı, İstanbul
stanbul.
Decontextualizing, and recontextualizing these places in time, imagining
fresh optimistic existences,
existences new life forms, and inhabitances.
Mind Book: The students are expected to keep a written/visual log of their
design process in a project diary; where they keep their sketches, notes and
ideas regarding their projects. These project diaries will be included in the
assessment process. The students are expected to use various techniques
(drawings, diagrams, collages, writing etc.) in representing their ideas.
EVALUATION
CRITERIA

R1 Glossary (research
research groups) 10%
Sketchbooks
10%
P1 Submission
20%
P1 mid-term
term jury
10%
P2 (Common Module)
10%
P3 Final Project, Final Jury, Portfolio
40%
Minimum requirements for final submission:
Mappings and diagrams of the design proposal
Orthogonal drawings (plans, elevations, sections (in appropriate scales,
1/100, 1/200, 1/500
1/500, 1/1000.
Sketches, 3D expressions
expressions, storyboards,
toryboards, transcripts, serial sections, models,
models
writings to study different aspects of the design proposal

WEEKLY
SCHEDULE
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